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about ers
Education Resource Strategies, Inc. (ERS), is a nonprofit organization that works 
extensively with large urban public school systems to rethink the use of district- and 
school-level resources and build strategies for improved instruction and performance. 
practical tools For  
district transFormation
Based on firsthand observations by Education Resource Strategies, Inc., of resource use 
in large urban school systems, this series is designed to help districts begin the process 
of identifying and addressing resource decisions that don’t support improving student 
performance. This guide is one of six publications specifically designed to help district 
leaders analyze and optimize school system resource allocation. 
ResourceCheck
ResourceCheck is an easy-to-use online self-assessment tool all district leaders can 
use to measure current resource use relative to best practices. This tool will give 
you a quick sense of where you should look deeper to get a better picture of what 
your district is doing. Users answer questions about district resource policies and 
practices and use the answers to evaluate performance.
Seven Strategies for District Transformation
Targeted for superintendents, this guide presents a comprehensive vision of seven 
strategies presented in ResourceCheck that are integral elements of effective district 
transformation.
Resource Guides
Targeted for district leaders including chief operating officers, chief finance officers, 
and chief academic officers and their staffs, four guides offer practical guidance and 
action steps that can help districts successfully challenge and transform their education 
system. Guides focus on school funding systems, school design, the teaching job, and 
district strategies for turnaround schools.
All six electronic publications can be found at www.erstrategies.org.
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need to succeed?
1school funding systems: introduction
introduction
the information and analyses you will find here are drawn 
from our work with more than 15 urban school districts in 
which leaders have been shocked, surprised, and motivated 
by discoveries of misalignment between district goals and 
the use of resources. for instance, one district committed 
to funding equity learned that middle schools, which were a 
focus of improvement for that district, received significantly 
fewer dollars per pupil than elementary and high schools. 
Another district that allocated staff to schools using a strict 
one-size-fits-all formula ended up paying an average of 25% 
more per pupil in schools with fewer than 350 students. A 
third district found that some schools received almost twice 
as much as other schools if comparisons were made using 
actual teacher salaries.
Our premise is this: Schools need to get their “fair share” 
of district money to meet the needs of their students 
(equity), in ways that everyone can easily understand 
(transparency), and in ways that allow them to use 
resources to meet their unique needs (flexibility). Unfor-
tunately, these three funding goals are rarely achieved. 
EQUITY. districts do not intentionally allocate resources 
to schools and students in inequitable ways. however, the 
organizational structures, allocation models, policies, and 
practices in many districts produce inequitable results, with 
some of the neediest schools receiving half as much as other 
schools and their students being shortchanged. 
TranSparEncY. transparency of school funding helps 
districts and schools plan more strategically and make better 
decisions about the distribution of scarce resources. too 
often, however, school-level reporting and the budget- 
building process lack clarity, preventing school leaders and 
the community from seeing an accurate picture of resource 
use. the result: Budget decisions are made in a partial 
vacuum, and appropriations do not match priorities. 
FlExIbIlITY. school leaders need sufficient authority to 
flexibly organize talent, time, and technology around a vision 
for transforming student performance. however, traditional 
practices, regulations, and contractual obligations prevent 
many of them from making the best use of these resources. 
This guide offers practical guidance for remedying spe-
cific funding problems.
• use the self-Assessment to determine whether your 
district is achieving the goals of equity, transparency, 
and flexibility.
• learn more about equity, transparency, and flexibility, 
as well as the causes of misalignment between resource 
allocation and strategic goals.
• Apply the methodology detailed in the worksheets in 
this guide to figure out the extent of the misalignments 
in your district.
• identify action steps you can take.
• determine your priorities for reallocation of resources 
and leveraging federal dollars.
you’re a District leaDer who wants to see higher 
student achievement and balance your district budget — 
and that is getting harder. Budget cuts loom for at least 
another couple of years. there is pressure to use federal 
stimulus dollars to fill gaps and backfill longstanding 
programs but also to turn around struggling schools. 
this confluence of tough times and unprecedented 
federal support presents a major opportunity to 
transform school systems through effective funding 
practices. 
this guide describes how your district can more 
effectively use the resources you have by: 
• making cuts with the least impact on the neediest 
students and schools
• shifting current spending to where it can make the 
most difference
• increasing spending where it is most needed
• using stimulus dollars to invest in improvements
• laying the groundwork for long-term change
how can school districts give schools  
the talent, time, and money they  
need to succeed?
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does your district effectively use 
resources and match funding with 
instructional priorities?
3instructions
for each best practice, circle the choice that is closest to 
current practice in your district. if you don’t know the answer, 
leave it blank. give yourself one point for every 1, two points 
for every 2, and three points for every 3.
evaluating your score
first, take a look at all the areas in which you circled a 1. 
these are the areas on which you need to focus to improve 
equity in your district. second, to get an overall sense of how 
your district compares to best practices, compute your score:
• If your total score is between 34 and 42, you’re on 
the right track. your funding system is likely doing a 
good job allocating resources equitably across schools 
through a transparent process that allows flexibility for 
school leaders.
• If your total score is between 24 and 33, there are 
opportunities for improvement in your district. look 
through the self-Assessment to identify the areas in 
which you scored lower, and turn to those sections of 
this guide for ideas on how to diagnose and address 
your funding issues.
• If your total score is lower than 24, you need to reex-
amine your entire funding system. read the rest of this 
guide for direction on how to diagnose and address 
your funding issues.
school funding systems: self-Assessment
selF-assessment
using the SElF-aSSESSmEnT, you can begin to 
understand best practices for effective resource use, 
potential obstacles, and how well your district matches 
funding with instructional priorities. after reviewing best 
practices for funding equity, for example, assess how 
your district compares by circling the closest description 
of your current practice. 
once you have an idea of your greatest funding issues, 
use this guide to dig deeper to explore the root causes 
of these issues and quantify the size of the problems in 
your district. 
does your district effectively use 
resources and match funding with 
instructional priorities?
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equity: Does your district allocate resources equitably across 
schools, adjusting for student and school needs?
1. resources are allocated equitably across schools, 
adjusting for student and school needs.
why is this important?
many standard funding practices result in unintentional 
inequities across schools and student types. districts that 
do not measure and actively manage per-pupil expense by 
school are more likely to have inequity.
funding systems that award dollars based on student 
need instead of staff positions can improve funding 
equity across schools by eliminating unintended funding 
variations. however, these systems are successful only if 
supportive conditions exist, including overall funding lev-
els that are adequate to provide flexibility; principals who 
have the skills, support, and data to make good resource 
decisions; and accountability structures to ensure effective 
resource use. districts that use staff-based funding systems 
can increase equity by carefully tracking actual expendi-
tures and adjusting formulas and funding based on this 
information.
2. students with greater learning challenges (e.g., 
special education students, english language learn-
ers [ells], students in poverty, off-track/struggling 
students) receive additional resources sufficient to 
support these needs.
why is this important?
different learning needs require school funding that 
reflects student differences. districts should have 
mechanisms for providing additional resources to students 
with special needs, including students who are off track or 
struggling academically but do not fall into another special 
category (e.g., special education, ell, or poverty). districts 
must think carefully about the right relative funding and 
how to ensure funding consistency across a variety of 
school configurations. 
1. the district does not track 
total district expenditures 
per pupil at each school.
2. the district tracks total 
district expenditures per 
pupil at each school and 
then adjusts allocations 
to eliminate the largest 
outliers.
3. the district tracks total 
district expenditures 
per pupil at each school, 
analyzes the reasons 
for differences, and 
systematically changes 
allocations to recognize 
student and school 
needs.
1. additional resources for 
greater student need 
come mostly through 
categorical funds and 
address three or fewer 
of the four student types 
listed to the left.
2. additional resources for 
greater student need 
come mostly through 
categorical funds but 
address all four student 
types listed to the left.
3. the district leverages 
both general and 
categorical funding 
to provide additional 
funding to high-needs 
students including special 
education, ell, poverty, 
and off-track/struggling 
students.
current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
pOInTS: ________
pOInTS: ________
selF-assessment 
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current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
4. school funding guidelines differ by school size to min-
imize unplanned extra spending on smallest schools.
why is this important?
staffing-based formulas that always allocate teachers 
and other school staff such as secretaries, librarians, and 
assistant principals as full staff positions can drive inequity. 
this is especially true in very small or very large schools 
because small differences in enrollment can result in large 
differences in funding. in addition, staffing-based formulas 
generally do not provide flexibility around part-time or 
alternative resources.
1. the district applies the 
same staffing formulas to 
all schools.
2. the district allocates 
staff or dollars to schools 
but varies the formulas 
(or makes other funding 
adjustments) based on 
school type and size.
3. the district allocates staff 
or dollars to schools, 
varies the formulas (or 
makes other funding 
adjustments) based on 
school type and size, and 
provides school leaders 
with the flexibility to use 
funds to best meet school 
and student needs.
3. students with specialized programming requirements 
are assigned to schools in a way that balances high-
quality, cost-effective instruction with the need for 
inclusion and choice.
why is this important?
offering highly specialized programs at many schools to 
only a handful of students at each school increases delivery 
costs and limits instructional quality by spreading scarce 
teaching resources too thinly across the district. 
1. most programs are 
offered at most schools.
2. the most specialized 
programs are clustered 
at a few schools.
3. student assignment is 
deliberately managed to 
balance cost, quality, and 
equity concerns. pOInTS: ________
pOInTS: ________
5. the district accurately projects enrollment and adjusts 
school budgets (dollar or staff allocations) when a 
school’s enrollment targets are not reached, balancing 
stability and equity concerns.
why is this important?
schools that are significantly underenrolled but retain 
funding can be significantly overfunded relative to schools 
with accurate student enrollment projections.
1. the district does not 
adjust budgets based on 
final enrollment.
2. the district adjusts 
budgets only when 
enrollment is higher 
than projected but does 
nothing when enrollment 
is lower than projected.
3. the district has a process 
to adjust budgets based 
on actual enrollment that 
addresses both over- and 
underenrollment relative 
to projection. pOInTS: ________
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for more information on 
equity, see page 11.
6. schools with lower average teacher salaries receive 
equivalent total resources per pupil.
why is this important?
Average teacher compensation and average teacher 
experience can vary widely across schools, often resulting 
in more junior teachers in hard-to-staff schools. if districts 
budget using district average teacher salaries, these ineq-
uities can be masked. districts need to understand how 
differences in teacher compensation drive differences in 
spending across schools. With this information, they can 
make better decisions about staff assignment and support, 
reducing differences in compensation or providing addi-
tional funding or support to schools with a high number of 
junior teachers. 
7. ad hoc exceptions to staffing formulas are made 
rarely if at all, and when they are made they are cen-
trally tracked and managed.
why is this important?
districts develop staffing ratios carefully to distribute 
instructional resources to schools and students strategi-
cally. if ad hoc exceptions are common and multiple 
people have authority to make exceptions, then actual 
staffing ratios — and therefore investment by school and 
student type — can differ significantly from what district 
leaders intend.
1. schools with lower 
average salaries get no 
additional funding or 
support.
2. schools with lower 
average salaries get 
additional funding or 
support.
3. school budgets reflect 
actual teacher salaries, 
and schools with lower 
average salaries get 
additional funding and 
support.
1. the process for making 
exceptions is unclear, and 
exceptions are common. 
2. the district has a clearly 
defined process for 
making exceptions, but 
the process is not always 
followed, and exceptions 
are common.
3. ad hoc exceptions are 
rare, and the criteria and 
decisionmaking process 
for exceptions are clear.
current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
pOInTS: ________
pOInTS: ________
selF-assessment 
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transParency: Does your district use a transparent budget 
process that builds trust and allows school 
leaders to make the best decisions?
current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
1. the district presents school budgets internally and 
externally in a format that is easy to understand and 
compare across schools and that includes all funding 
sources.
why is this important?
district and school leaders cannot effectively manage 
resources without accurate information on how those 
resources are deployed to schools. in addition, to hold 
district leaders and principals accountable for using their 
resources well, the public must have clear access to rel-
evant information. 
1. school budgets are 
difficult to understand 
and compare and/or 
are missing significant 
funding sources.
2. school budgets are 
easy to understand and 
compare and include 
most funding sources.
3. school budgets are 
easy to understand and 
compare and include all 
funding sources. pOInTS: ________
3. the funding formulas that govern the staff and  
resources that each school gets are widely shared and 
understood.
why is this important?
district leaders and the public cannot accurately evaluate 
how funding decisions are made if the criteria behind those 
decisions are not clearly communicated, understood, and 
adhered to.
1. funding formulas are 
not widely shared and 
understood.
2. formulas for some 
funding sources are 
widely shared and 
understood.
3. formulas for all funding 
sources are widely shared 
and understood. pOInTS: ________
2. the majority of resources spent at each school are  
included on school-level budgets or on budgets  
that give each principal access to his or her school’s 
information.
why is this important?
to make decisions that best align resources with instruc-
tional strategy, principals must clearly understand what 
resources they have and why.
1. less than 50% of the 
district‘s total operating 
budget is reported at the 
school level.
2. 50–70% of the district‘s 
total operating budget 
is reported at the school 
level.
3. more than 70% of the 
district‘s total operating 
budget is reported at the 
school level. pOInTS: ________
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4. principals receive school budget reports that include 
benefits costs for each position.
why is this important?
Benefits can represent as much as 30% or more of total 
compensation cost. Principals can make more effective 
staffing decisions when they understand the total cost 
of each position type. for instance, an instructional aide 
may have a salary that is only half the salary of a certified 
teacher but receive full benefits. if benefits are included, 
the total compensation cost of the aide may be closer to 
75% of the total compensation cost of the teacher. given 
this information, a principal who has some staffing flex-
ibility may make different decisions about the mix of aides 
and teachers in his or her school. 
1. Benefits costs are not 
reported in school 
budgets.
2. some benefits costs 
are reported in school 
budgets for some 
positions.
3. all benefits costs are 
reported in school 
budgets for all positions.
current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
for more information 
on transParency, 
see page 29.
flexiBility: Does your district ensure school leaders have the 
flexibility to organize talent, time, and money to 
address school and student needs?
1. principals have the ability to swap a significant per-
centage of staff positions and move spending from 
one line item to another.
why is this important?
to effectively allocate all available people, time, and dol-
lars, principals need the ability to alter school organization, 
staffing, and scheduling to meet the unique needs of their 
schools. however, not all principals have the experience, 
training, or knowledge to make the most effective deci-
sions in these areas. districts should provide the most 
flexibility to principals who have demonstrated the capac-
ity to use resources effectively, while maintaining more 
control over the decisions of less experienced or lower-
performing principals.
1. Principals cannot 
swap staff positions or 
reallocate spending.
2. Principals can make some 
staff and budget changes 
with district approval; the 
approval process is clear 
and consistently applied.
3. District provides 
principals with graduated 
levels of flexibility around 
staffing and budget 
decisions based on 
skills, experience, and 
performance.
pOInTS: ________
pOInTS: ________
selF-assessment 
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2. principals have the authority to choose teachers 
whose skills and expertise match school and student 
needs. 
why is this important?
to effectively match teaching staff with school and student 
needs, principals need the authority and ability to choose 
the teachers that will best meet the needs of their student 
populations and complement the skills and experience 
of current faculty members. collective bargaining agree-
ments that make seniority the primary driver of hiring and 
transfer decisions, as well as other district practices, can 
limit principals’ flexibility in hiring the right staff.
3. principals have the ability to make schedule changes 
without a contract renegotiation or a full faculty vote.
why is this important?
to effectively support both teacher and student needs, 
principals need to be able to adapt their school schedule 
to focus time and attention where it is needed most; this 
might include increasing time for teacher collaboration and 
planning or providing for small-group instruction through-
out the day for struggling students. district and collective 
bargaining constraints limit principals’ ability to best match 
time and staff to school and student needs.
1. Principals must first fill 
open positions based on 
seniority or other transfer 
policies.
2. Principals have some 
flexibility in filling open 
positions.
3. Principals may choose 
teachers based on fit and 
need and work closely 
with human resources to 
ensure they have access 
to the right candidates.
1. Principals cannot make 
any schedule changes 
without a contract 
renegotiation or full 
faculty vote.
2. Principals can make 
schedule changes that 
don’t impact total 
teaching time.
3. Principals have the 
ability to make schedule 
changes, including 
changing total teaching 
time, based on student 
needs.
current practice in your 
district (circle best answer)
for more information  
on flexiBility,  
see page 33.
summary sheet with scores
aDD uP your score    
EQUITY      Points
1. Equitable allocation    _______
2. Special populations spending   _______
3. Specialized program placement   _______
4. School size differences    _______
5. Enrollment projections    _______
6. Teacher compensation    _______
7. Ad hoc exceptions    _______
                                   Total Equity Score (max 21)  _______
TranSparEncY    Points
1. Clear school budgets    _______
2. School-level budgets    _______
3. Funding formulas    _______
4. Benefits, costs     _______
                         Total Transparency Score (max 12)  _______
FlExIbIlITY     Points
1. Staffing flexibility    _______
2. Hiring authority    _______
3. Scheduling authority    _______
                                Total Flexibility Score (max 9)  _______
                 TOTal ScOrE (max 42)  _______
pOInTS: ________
pOInTS: ________
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does your district allocate resources 
equitably across schools, adjusting  
for student and school needs?
11school funding systems: eQuity
eQuity
despite attempts to accommodate the needs of every student, few school systems are able 
to avoid funding disparities across schools and student groups. take the case of schools we’ll 
call “cutler” and “Kingston,” two high schools in the same large metropolitan district with 
very different funding stories.
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Student Demographics and Performance 
for Cutler and Kingston
Per-Pupil Funding
Poverty Special
Education
English
Language
Learners
$10.3K
88%
55%
18%
9% 11%
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22%
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$14.7K
11th Grade
English
Language
Arts 
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Cutler Kingston
Cutler’s demographics and performance imply that it has higher needs than Kingston, but 
Kingston receives nearly 50% more funding than Cutler. 
*The percentage of 11th grade students who are proficient or advanced in 2008 state assessments for English language arts
in fy09, Kingston received $14,700 per pupil while cutler, only a few miles away, received 
$10,300 per pupil. cutler has a student population with greater needs but is receiving $4,400 
less per pupil than Kingston.
this story is not unique. Although districts strive for equity — students and schools with com-
parable needs receiving comparable funding — most experience funding disparities without 
realizing they exist, lacking the data and tools to recognize and quantify these issues. even 
when school systems can accurately compare funding across students and schools, standard 
procedures and rigid teacher-student ratio-based formulas for organizing and assigning 
dollars, teachers, and students prohibit the allocation of resources in ways that best support 
instructional improvement and reform. 
does your district allocate resources 
equitably across schools, adjusting  
for student and school needs?
the seVen analyses in this section of the guide relate 
to funding inequity. the first two analyses will tell you 
how evenly you have distributed resources across schools 
and whether your district has differences in spending by 
school. 
➊ Variation in Per-PuPil sPenDing by school 
➋ Variation in incremental spending for sPecial 
PoPulations by school
the next five analyses will help you determine which 
drivers of spending differences explain the most variation 
in your district. we have identified five key drivers of 
spending differences across schools that occur even when 
schools are serving similar student populations:
➌ Broad distribution of highly sPecializeD 
Programs across schools
➍ school size differences combined with strict 
funding formulas
➎ Budgets based on inaccurate enrollment 
Projections
➏ imbalances in teacher comPensation among 
schools
➐ aD hoc excePtions to funding guidelines in 
response to individual school needs
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analysis 1: Variation in per-pupil spending by school
the most straightforward indicator of equity is per-pupil spending by school. to get a pre-
liminary sense of equity across schools, we use the relatively simple calculation of general 
education, school-reported spending per general education student. 
this measure is limited because it does not reflect special education and english language 
learner (ell) populations nor capture school-related expenses reported at the district level, 
but it is a good starting place for understanding equity.
Figure 1 illustrates the general education per-pupil spending in one typical urban district. 
the vertical lines represent the overall per-pupil expenditure at each school. these schools 
have been segmented by level: elementary, K–8, middle, and high school, with the orange 
lines representing the median per-pupil spending for each school type. in this district, there 
are dramatic differences in funding — both within and across school levels. Within school lev-
els, the highest-funded schools receive approximately twice the funds that the least-funded 
schools receive. these discrepancies also exist across school levels, with elementary students 
receiving the lowest funding level and middle school students receiving the highest, reflect-
ing a spending gap of $1,400 per pupil.
figure 1: general education spending Per Pupil by school 
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Each line represents the level of funding for a particular school. At every school level, some 
schools receive as much as twice that of other schools.
once you have calculated the general education per-pupil spending at each school and the 
median for your district, you can gauge the magnitude of inequity across schools. the degree 
of funding variation can be summarized by calculating the percentage of schools in the dis-
trict with per-pupil funding that is more than 15% above or below the median for the district. 
in the district in figure 1, for example, the funding in 41% of the schools deviates more than 
15% from the district median. 
As a rule of thumb, if more than one-fourth of the schools in your district deviate more than 
15% from the median, you likely have significant funding inequity in your district. 
if more than 
one-fourth of the 
schools in your 
district deviate 
more than 15% 
from the median, 
you likely 
have significant 
funding inequity 
in your district. 
eQuity
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analysis 2: Variation in incremental spending for special 
populations by school
Analyzing general education spending is a good place to start, but it doesn’t tell the entire 
funding story. All the districts with which we’ve worked spend significant portions of their 
budget to support special populations — special education students, ell students, students 
in poverty, and in some cases, students who are off track or struggling academically but don’t 
fall into one of these other categories. since spending for these student populations can vary 
significantly by school, determining the extent of that variation is the next step in diagnosing 
the cause of funding inequities. in this section, we provide two analyses of special popula-
tion spending. the first provides an overall comparison of incremental spending by group. 
the second, more detailed approach is appropriate if there is significant variation in student 
needs within a given special population across schools.
to illustrate how special population spending can vary by school, Figure 2a shows ell-
specific per-pupil spending on ell students by school in the same district for which the  
general education spending is shown on page 12. We have included only ell spending that 
can be tracked to the individual school because allocating central expenses evenly over the spe-
cial education population can mask differences in actual school-to-school spending. (note: if less 
than 50% of your ell-specific spending can be tracked to the school level, this analysis will not be 
meaningful for your district.) As with general education spending, there are dramatic variations in 
the incremental per-pupil spending both across and within school types. 
figure 2a: incremental ell spending Per Pupil by school*
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There are dramatic variations in the incremental per-pupil spending for ELL students, both 
across and within school types.
*Includes only expenses tracked to the school level
the same analysis can quantify spending by school for other high-needs student groups, 
including special education students, students in poverty, and off-track or struggling students. 
this analysis will give you a general indication of whether there is inequity in funding for each 
special population across schools. however, some of the differences in per-pupil spending 
by school can and will be explained by differences in the needs within the specific group. you 
will need to drill down to understand whether the spending differences are in fact “inequi-
table” or just a reflection of these differences.
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these differences in the needs of special populations across schools can be especially large 
in special education. As an example of a more nuanced analysis of spending variation, Figure 
2b shows the incremental per-pupil spending on special education students by school. Again, 
we have included only special education spending that can be tracked to the individual 
school because allocating central expenses evenly over the special education population can 
mask differences in actual school-to-school spending. in this case, we have arrayed the per-
pupil spending by school (y axis) against the percentage of each school’s special education 
population that is self-contained (X axis), using the percentage of self-contained students as 
a proxy for the overall level of need in the special education population at that school. As you 
would expect, per-pupil spending generally increases as the percentage of self-contained 
students increases. however, there are still significant variations in per-pupil spending, even 
among schools with similar distributions of self-contained versus resource students. some 
elementary schools with apparently similar percentages of high-needs students receive four 
times as much incremental special education funding as others. 
figure 2b: incremental special education spending Per Pupil* versus self-contained 
special education enrollment (as a Percentage of total special education enrollment)
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There are significant variations in spending among schools in the same district, even among 
those with similar distributions of self-contained versus resource students.
*Includes only expenses tracked to the school level
As with general education, once you have calculated the incremental per-pupil spending for 
different special populations at each school and the median for your district, you can gauge 
the magnitude of inequity across schools. the degree of funding variation can be sum-
marized by calculating the percentage of schools in the district with incremental per-pupil 
funding that is more than 25% above or below the median for the district.
Apply a 25–25 guideline for your analysis: if one-fourth or more of the schools in your district 
deviate 25% or more from the median for any special population, funding for those students 
may be driving significant inequity in your district. While you will need to drill down to under-
stand the source of these spending differences in more detail, this high-level analysis can 
identify disparities and point you to areas that need examination.
eQuity
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questions to consider
➊	 is there a significant range in general education per-pupil spending across schools in 
your district?
➋	What percentage of schools in your district falls more than 15% from the median for 
per-pupil spending? how does this compare to other districts?
➌	Are there variations in per-pupil spending by school level? is this by design?
➍	What percentage of your student population is made up of special education stu-
dents, ell students, students in poverty, or struggling learners?  
➎	Are there variations in incremental per-pupil spending for these special populations 
across schools? is this by design?
➏	how does your district allocate additional resources to special populations (special 
education students, ell students, students who qualify for free and reduced-price 
lunch, struggling learners)?
➐	does your district provide additional funding to schools with high numbers of students 
who are off track or struggling academically, even if they are not special education or ell?
use the worksheets for 
analyses 1 and 2 on  
pages 43 and 46. 
take action!
if these first two analyses have identified significant funding inequity, you will want to 
understand what is driving that inequity.
• conduct the next five analyses to quantify the drivers of inequity.
• Implement a process of ongoing measurement of per-pupil spending by school. 
you can develop an annual process to understand funding variations across schools 
and student types and then identify opportunities to refine your funding rules to 
reduce unintentional variations. the two analyses presented here are a good starting 
point, but your district should track spending to specific schools and specific students 
with as much precision as possible. for example, much of the support for special 
populations such as special education students and ell students is often managed 
and tracked centrally. you can develop mechanisms for understanding more clearly 
how those resources are actually deployed from school to school to determine 
whether they are being directed in the way you intend. in addition, different schools 
may be using special populations staff in different ways. in one district in which we 
worked, ell teachers were brought into general education classrooms to support 
the ell students in those classrooms, but this assignment also reduced student-to-
teacher ratios for all students in that class for part of each school day. understanding 
in more detail how schools are deploying the resources they have can inform equity 
decisions as well as identify best practices that can be shared across the district.
• consider a weighted student funding system. Allocation systems that award dol-
lars based on student need instead of staff positions can improve funding equity 
across schools. many of the unintentional inequities described in this guide that result 
from rounding up partial staff allocations or ad hoc exceptions to staffing ratios dis-
appear when dollars are allocated instead of staff. in addition, student-based funding 
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learn more about 
flexiBility 
on page 33.
eQuity systems can provide more transparency around how districts are investing to serve 
needs of particular student populations. to maximize equity, think carefully about the 
relative funding your district wants to give to different student populations, includ-
ing special education students, ell students, students in poverty, and off-track or 
struggling students. remember: these systems are successful only if supportive con-
ditions exist, including overall funding levels that are adequate to provide flexibility; 
principals who have the skills, support, and data to make good resource decisions; 
and accountability structures to ensure effective resource use. if most school dollars 
are tied up in mandated positions, then an allocation based on each student could 
create unintended consequences. student-based funding does not have to be “all 
or nothing.” As a first step, consider whether there are specific programs or a larger 
portion of the school budget that you can convert to dollar allocations. Also look for 
opportunities to increase flexibility over how resources are used at schools.
• provide more precision within your current funding system. if the shift to a 
weighted student funding system is impossible in your district, you can reduce 
unintentional variations by adjusting your staffing-based funding formulas. Allocating 
partial full-time equivalents (ftes) to schools instead of always rounding up to the 
nearest fte can reduce variation across schools, especially for special populations in 
which enrollment is small and rounding of staff positions can make a big difference 
(e.g., the difference between one ell teacher and two, based on a difference of only 
one or two students). you also can target supplemental funding to schools that are 
underfunded relative to other schools, either overall or in specific areas.
• Target supplemental funding to students with the greatest needs. for the next 
few years, urban districts will continue to face intense budget pressure and be called 
on to make cuts. you can use this opportunity to increase equity among schools and 
students by matching funding to student need in a way that provides necessary sup-
port for all high-needs populations, including students who are off track or struggling 
academically. many districts already weight special education, ell, and free and 
reduced-price lunch students differently in the staffing formulas or provide additional 
resources to schools with significant populations of these students. since these stu-
dents may already receive additional resources through categorical funding streams, 
you might consider providing additional resources specifically for students who enter 
a school significantly below standard proficiency levels. 
• reduce restrictions on special population funding. you can often provide school 
leaders with more flexibility around serving special populations by increasing  
student-to-staff ratios and ensuring they are serving each student in the least restric-
tive environment. A careful revision of individual education Plans (iePs) can redefine 
support for some students to ensure greater resources as well as content expertise 
in the core classroom setting. core teacher teams can then target these resources 
toward instructional support for struggling learners in ways that are more directly 
focused on and adaptive to their changing learning needs.
the two analyses in this section showed you whether your district has differences in spend-
ing by school. the next five analyses will help you determine what drives the most spending 
variation in your district. 
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analysis 3: Broad distribution of highly specialized programs 
across schools
Program placement and student assignment decisions also can affect the equity and effec-
tiveness of serving special student populations. many districts try to serve each student at 
the school of choice and to integrate students as much as possible into general education 
settings, and this approach makes sense for most students. however, there is a subset of stu-
dents that need very intense or specialized services and support. due to the regulations and 
high fixed costs associated with serving these students, enrolling them across many schools 
throughout the district rather than in selected schools can make it difficult to find enough 
teachers with the needed expertise and may result in unfilled capacity and unnecessary costs. 
clustering the highest-needs special education or ell students can enhance the delivery of 
services without replicating the cost structure more times than necessary. 
the benefits of allowing special-needs students to attend local schools and schools of their 
choice must be compared to the costs incurred, both in more expensive delivery and in 
potentially lower-quality instruction. many districts have a hard time finding highly qualified 
special education and ell teachers for these populations. students may be better served by 
being grouped together in a single school serving a larger number of similar students taught 
by teachers most qualified to meet their needs. 
Figure 3 illustrates that placements for special education students in four urban districts 
result in classes smaller than required and underuse of staff. A “fill rate” describes how many 
students on average are in a special education class relative to the district’s target class size 
for that disability category. A fill rate of 100% represents a perfect match between the number 
of “program seats” available for students at a given school and the number of students filling 
those seats. in each of these four districts, schools are offering classes to special education 
students that are, on average, one-third smaller than the classes required by those students’ 
iePs. 
these smaller class sizes are not deliberate decisions based on student need but the random 
result of student choice and residential patterns. Altering program placement and student 
assignment to increase fill rates to 90% or higher could free significant resources to devote to 
other areas, including additional support for these students. 
figure 3: special education fill rates* 
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Fill rates under 90% may not be an effective use of resources. Across these districts, low 
special education fill rates present an opportunity to rethink how these students’ needs are 
met and free up significant resources for other investments, including additional services to 
support these students.
*Estimated based on number of special education staff, students, and actual special 
education teachers in district and class size guidelines for various disabilities and levels 
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use the worksheet for 
analysis 3 on page 49. 
questions to consider
➊	how much differentiation is there in your district in which specialized programs are 
provided from school to school?
➋	how are students matched with specialized programs?
➌	how close to capacity is the enrollment of various specialized programs?
take action!
• make student placement more strategic for students with highly specialized 
program needs. tough economic times provide an important context for review-
ing the number and size of these programs to make sure that all students get the 
specialized support they need, but in a cost-effective way that maximizes the use of 
scarce specialized staff and does not divert necessary resources from the shrinking 
core program. this approach may require changes in student assignment and added 
transportation costs to concentrate students in schools, but it can ensure that these 
students get the highest expertise and best facilities, even if they may not always get 
their first choice of schools. 
• Examine student assignment policies for students in all specialized programs. 
shifts of even a few students from one school to another can have a large impact  
on fill rates in small, special program classes, potentially freeing up resources to use to 
provide broader support or additional support for the same special program students. 
even choice districts should examine whether they might be able to manage special 
populations by schools to more closely match populations with target class sizes.
• rethink service delivery model for schools with unavoidably small programs.  
it might be possible to find high-quality, cost-effective ways to serve smaller numbers of 
students. use of part-time expert staff, teachers with multiple certification, and outside 
contractors can sometimes be combined to create even more effective models.
eQuity
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analysis 4:  school size differences combined with strict 
funding formulas 
staffing allocation formulas can cause unplanned extra spending in small schools, especially those 
with fewer than 350 students. one reason for this inequity is budgeting for staff positions rather 
than dollars, based on a staffing ratio (e.g., one teacher per 25 students or one administrative 
position per 400 students). in small schools, such rigid ratios are more likely to result in fractional 
staff allocations that are rounded up, adding entire staff members, even when the incremental 
number of students is not enough to fill an entire classroom or program. 
funding inequities also occur when districts award “flat” staff allocations of schoolwide posi-
tions — for example, a principal, secretary, guidance counselor, music teacher, and librarian 
— to all schools regardless of size. this practice drives up the per-pupil cost for small schools 
whose student numbers may warrant only a partial position. this same phenomenon also 
can result in lower per-pupil funding in especially large schools, which may receive only one 
principal or administrator even if they have twice the number of teachers and students as a 
smaller school. 
Figure 4 quantifies the spending differential between small and large schools in several 
urban districts, showing the unintentional effect of school size on funding. We calculated 
this total by first quantifying the difference in general education per-pupil spending at small 
schools versus larger schools, then multiplying that difference by the number of small schools 
in the district. Although this calculation probably underestimates the additional spending 
because it does not capture special education and other centrally allocated expenses that 
could account for some inequity, it provides a good starting point for evaluating whether or 
not districts are paying an unintentional premium for small schools. 
figure 4: small school spending Premium by District
district A district B district c district d district e
Average general 
education per-pupil 
spending at schools 
with fewer than 350 
students
$5.7K $9.2K $8.0K $7.4K $12.0K
Average general 
education per-pupil 
spending at schools 
with 550–650 students
$5.0K $7.1K $6.1K $5.8K $9.6K
small school premium 
per school 
$761/pp $2,141/pp $1,829/pp $1,626/pp $2,441/pp
number of small 
schools 
28 schools 26 schools 6 schools 50 schools 18 schools
total small school 
premium
$6.3  
million
$15.4 
million
$2.6 
 million
$22.8  
million
$5.0 
 million
Percentage of district 
K–12 operating budget
1.1% 2.5% 0.2% 1.1% 0.8%
In these districts, the total small school premium is driven by the average spending per pupil 
and the aggregate number of small schools in the district. 
in many cases, 
additional funds 
end up paying for 
higher per-pupil 
administration 
and operating 
costs rather than 
being targeted 
to improve 
instruction. 
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questions to consider
➊	 is there a significant difference in per-pupil spending by school size in your district?
➋	Are there a large number of small schools in your district, and are you paying a pre-
mium for those schools?
➌	do you use the same staff-to-student ratio throughout your district to allocate funds, 
or do you vary these ratios to account for differences in school size? for differences in 
student populations? 
➍	do you allow fractional staff allocation and part-time assignments?use the worksheet for 
analysis 4 on page 51. 
eQuity in the case of these five districts, district c pays a large per-school premium for small schools 
but has only six schools with 350 students or fewer and thus experiences less total inequity 
than district d, which pays a smaller per-school premium but has a larger number of small 
schools. And in district B, eliminating the cost premium of “subscale” schools could allow it 
to recoup as much as 2.5% of its operating budget to be reinvested in other areas. 
districts with the highest small school premiums are those that allocate funds on a strict 
staffing ratio basis and also provide additional funding to small schools to ensure they can 
provide a wide range of services. it can be advantageous to provide additional funds to small 
schools, especially if those schools serve high-needs student populations. however, in many 
cases, these additional funds end up paying for higher per-pupil administration and operat-
ing costs rather than being targeted to improve instruction. 
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take action!
• revise staff-based formulas to reduce small school premiums. one way to reduce 
the spending differences among schools is by replacing staff-based formulas with 
per-pupil formulas. rather than using teacher-student ratios to allocate whole staff 
positions, a per-pupil formula awards dollars that follow the students and their dif-
fering needs. By specifying per-pupil dollar amounts, you can specify a “small school 
subsidy” of whatever size you feel is appropriate. this small school foundation level 
must ensure that small schools receive enough staff and flexibility to meet all legal 
requirements for operating schools. 
you also can improve equity by allowing fractional funding allocations and giving 
principals more flexibility over the types and numbers of positions they can fill. for 
instance, if districts allocate administrative positions in partial fte increments, one 
principal may choose to have a full-time assistant principal but forego a librarian, 
while another may choose to staff a combined librarian/reading specialist position 
and have one teacher serve as a part-time assistant principal. you also can allocate 
teaching staff in smaller increments.
• Foster part-time employees and staff who play multiple roles. the ability to use 
part-time staff is especially important in small schools, whose lower student enroll-
ment does not always justify full-time positions. the ideal is a versatile faculty with 
teachers who can teach multiple subjects; however, certification requirements make 
these positions difficult to fill. specialization, electives, and enrichment become 
very expensive in small organizations. you can make it easier for schools to hire the 
optimal amount of instruction in a particular subject by recruiting and encouraging 
part-time employees. 
• Encourage schools to leverage community resources. investigate partnerships with 
universities and other community resources to provide staff, expertise, and services, 
especially in noncore, part-time, and enrichment activities. consider allowing stu-
dents to earn relevant class credits outside of the normal school day.
• Target small school environments to the students that will benefit most from 
them. districts may make a strategic decision to invest more in smaller schools 
because of the benefits they provide to certain student populations. in this case, 
districts should monitor enrollment at those schools to ensure that the investment 
is in fact benefiting the intended students. in addition, revising staffing formulas 
as outlined above will give these schools more flexibility to leverage the additional 
spending in ways that can most positively affect the students.
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eQuity analysis 5:  Budgets based on inaccurate enrollment 
projections
school budgets are initially awarded based on predictions of how many students will attend 
a school in the fall. When enrollment targets are inaccurate, the district faces a choice: Adjust 
the budget (which may require moving faculty to different schools) or accept a degree of 
inequity in funding between schools. 
the smaller the schools and more mobile the population, the more difficult it is to project 
enrollment accurately. for instance, in the district described in Analysis 1 (Kingston and 
cutler), the large comprehensive high schools were much closer to enrollment targets than 
small high schools or entrance-exam schools, in which enrollment was significantly lower than 
the projection. As a result, some small, underenrolled schools that also happened to have low 
concentrations of special-needs students received a windfall of up to $6,000 more per student 
than high-needs schools that hit their enrollment targets. this inequity occurred because the 
district “held harmless” the schools with overprojected enrollment, permitting them to keep 
the projected teaching positions. As a result, significantly more resources went to the smaller 
schools that, on average, serve a lower-poverty student population. 
Figure 5 shows the differences between projected and actual enrollment in a large urban 
school system during the 2008–09 school year. the majority of the district’s schools over-
projected their enrollment, as indicated by the bars above the 0% line. in 71% of secondary 
schools and 26% of elementary schools, the projected enrollment exceeded actual enroll-
ment by more than 5% (those schools above the orange line), yet these schools received their 
entire projected budget. the actual impact of enrollment projection inaccuracy will depend 
on how district policies add funds and/or staff for overenrollment and reduce funds and/or 
staff for underenrollment.
figure 5: Projected versus actual enrollment 
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Projected enrollment exceeded actual enrollment by more than 5% in 26% of elementary 
schools and 71% of secondary schools. Yet these schools still received their full budget 
allocation.
the actual impact 
of enrollment 
projection 
inaccuracy will 
depend on how 
district policies 
add funds and/
or staff for 
overenrollment 
and reduce funds 
and/or staff for 
underenrollment.
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questions to consider
➊	What percentage of your schools’ actual enrollment is within 5% of projection?
➋	do the same schools fall below projected enrollment year after year?
➌	do you provide additional budget dollars or staff to overenrolled schools?
➍	do you remove budget dollars or staff from underenrolled schools?
➎	do overprojected/underenrolled schools have similar characteristics with regard to 
size, program, or type of governance?
use the worksheet for 
analysis 5 on page 53. 
take action!
• continuously improve enrollment projections. Adjusting for missed enrollment 
projections after the start of the school year is limited by the difficulty and upheaval 
of transferring staff or students. however, reviewing several years of projections and 
actual enrollments can often give you clues for how projections can be improved. the 
same schools may exceed or fall short of enrollment each year, or other patterns may 
emerge. you should review your enrollment accuracy annually to identify opportuni-
ties for improvement.
• revise policies for adjusting budgets based on enrollment. if your actual enroll-
ment is off from projections by a wide margin, you should review each school’s 
budget on a case-by-case basis to determine whether an adjustment is appropri-
ate and potentially tighten policies, adding and taking away dollars and staff from 
schools once enrollments are final. this action must be approached cautiously 
to reduce disruption, especially at underenrolled schools, but there will likely be 
opportunities, especially at the most underenrolled schools, to make changes without 
major negative impact.
• provide “loans” to schools with volatile enrollment. some districts have had suc-
cess granting loans to schools based on enrollment projections as well as a definitive 
explanation of how the funds will be used. the loans become part of the school’s 
annual budget if enrollment projections are reached, but they must be paid back if 
enrollment falls short of expectations.
• Explore holding money in reserve for schools in which enrollment exceeds 
projection. if your enrollment is extremely volatile and difficult to predict accurately, 
consider holding back a portion of your budget until enrollments are finalized. that 
way schools whose enrollment comes in under projection won’t lose any funding, 
and you will have budget left to distribute to schools in which enrollment meets or 
exceeds projection.
• consider closing schools that are significantly, chronically underenrolled. chronic 
underenrollment, especially in choice districts, can be a sign of deeper issues with 
a school. if you have schools that are less than 50% enrolled or your district expects 
enrollment to decline overall, consider closing low-enrollment schools to free 
resources for investment in other areas.
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eQuity analysis 6: imbalances in teacher compensation among 
schools
differences in teacher compensation across schools also can contribute to funding inequities. 
some schools attract and maintain more senior staff, while others have turnover problems 
or a less-experienced staff. districts generally award staff positions based on the number of 
students regardless of the cost of the faculty member and then “charge” schools the district 
average salary rather than the actual cost for the teacher. the result: schools with more expe-
rienced faculties receive a larger share of the district pie. 
there is no research that correlates teacher experience (after the first three years) with instruc-
tional quality. since what really matters is whether the quality of teachers is equitably matched 
to student and school needs, why is looking at actual teacher compensation important? it is 
important because regardless of the distribution of teaching quality across schools, differ-
ences in teacher compensation drive significant differences in spending across schools, often 
resulting in an underinvestment in higher-needs schools. schools with especially high num-
bers of new teachers may need extra resources to support their induction process. districts 
need to understand these variations and then decide whether to take actions to address 
them, including providing additional funding, staff, or support to those relatively under-
funded schools.
Figure 6 shows wide variation in average teacher compensation across individual schools in 
one large district, with average salaries at some schools more than $100,000 and at others 
just more than $70,000. schools with higher levels of poverty generally have lower average 
teacher compensation. in other words, because of seniority staffing preference, the neediest 
schools are more likely to be disadvantaged, in part because they are not always the most 
desirable workplaces in the district and veteran teachers can go elsewhere. 
figure 6: average teacher compensation by school 
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In this district, the highest-poverty schools have lower average teacher compensation. This 
inequity can result from seniority staffing preference because the neediest schools are often 
considered to be the least desirable places to work.
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questions to consider
➊	Are there large variations in average teacher compensation among schools in your 
district?
➋	how do student demographics and performance correlate to teacher compensation 
levels, especially at schools with the highest and lowest teacher compensation?
➌	do you allocate extra resources to schools to compensate for inexperienced staff?
➍	do incentives exist for experienced staff to teach at schools with the greatest student 
need? 
use the worksheet for 
analysis 6 on page 54. 
take action!
• reduce differences in teacher compensation. As new federal reporting require-
ments highlight inequities across schools related to compensation, you can look for 
ways to distribute teacher expertise more strategically. investments and incentives to 
encourage highly effective teachers to move to disadvantaged schools could include 
salary increases, leadership opportunities for areas of expertise, or more attractive 
working conditions, including additional collaborative planning periods, expert sup-
port, lower pupil loads per term, and stipends for extending the learning day. 
• adjust for differences in teacher compensation. in addition to creating a more 
even distribution of teachers across schools, districts should provide additional sup-
port to schools that do have a high population of lower-compensated, and therefore 
less-experienced, teachers. Possible supports for schools with high numbers of new 
teachers could include additional coaches, smaller classes for new teachers, or addi-
tional professional development dollars.
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eQuity analysis 7: ad hoc exceptions to funding guidelines in 
response to individual school needs 
most districts make at least some ad hoc exceptions to staffing or funding formulas, add-
ing specific staff or dollars to an individual school based on a particular need. for instance, 
a principal may request and receive an additional teacher when a specific grade or course 
would otherwise exceed class size guidelines. Although such decisions may make sense on 
a case-by-case basis, failing to review and manage these ad hoc decisions collectively can 
result in significant inequities across schools. funding exceptions can unintentionally favor 
schools with the most savvy principals. 
Figure 7 illustrates misalignments that resulted from funding exceptions made at individual 
schools in one urban district. here the actual ratio of general education students to general 
education teachers falls short of district staffing guidelines at nearly all elementary and sec-
ondary schools. the official elementary school staffing ratio was 23:1, but the actual staffing 
ratio varied significantly, with some schools receiving enough additional teachers to reduce 
their ratio to 15:1. 
A similar pattern exists in secondary schools, in which all schools but one received additional 
staff beyond the target level. district leaders may not be aware of all exceptions that are 
being made and therefore may not be targeting additional teaching resources to higher-
needs students. 
figure 7: actual student-to-teacher ratio versus target staffing rate*
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In this district, the general education student-to-teacher ratio falls short of district staffing 
guidelines, resulting in richer staffing at most schools. This inequity can result from arbitrary 
funding exceptions made at individual schools. 
*General education teachers 
failing to 
review and 
manage 
ad hoc decisions 
collectively 
can result 
in significant 
inequities across 
schools.
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take action!
• Tighten the process for granting and tracking ad hoc staffing exceptions. if mul-
tiple people or departments in your district are authorized to grant ad hoc staffing 
exceptions, you are likely to experience unintentional differences in staffing equity. 
schools should not receive more resources just because they have assertive princi-
pals. Ad hoc exceptions should be limited as much as possible and not be the result 
of principal maneuvering. you need to clearly communicate circumstances that war-
rant exceptions, limit the channels for authorization of ad hoc funding, and monitor 
all exceptions that are granted. 
questions to consider
➊	do schools in your district have student-to-teacher ratios that differ significantly from 
your staffing guidelines?
➋	Are those differences part of an intentional, targeted strategy?
➌	 if not, can those resources be redirected to higher-needs areas?
➍	Are there opportunities to close process “loopholes” that allowed this situation to 
occur?
use the worksheet for 
analysis 7 on page 55. 
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find the self-assessment 
on page 3.
does your district use a transparent 
budget process that builds trust  
and allows school leaders to make  
the best decisions?
29
to make your budget process transparent, you will 
want to ensure that:
• school budgets include all funding sources and are 
easy to understand and compare
• funding formulas for staff and school resources are 
widely shared and understood
• school principals clearly understand what resources 
they have and why
• school budget reports include benefits costs for each 
position
school funding systems: trAnsPArency
transparency
find the self-assessment 
on page 3.
transparency of school funding, through a well-documented and comprehensive budget 
process, enables districts and schools to plan more strategically and make better decisions on 
the distribution of scarce resources. And yet, too often, school-level reporting and the budget-
building process lack clarity, preventing school leaders and the community from seeing an 
accurate picture of resource use. this results in budgetary decisions made in a partial vacuum 
and funds appropriations that do not match the greatest student and school priorities. 
We define transparency by asking, “Are the rules for allocating resources easy to understand? 
Are funding sources and allocations clear?” the answers to these questions are largely quali-
tative and can be determined by answering the self-Assessment on page 3 of this guide.
analysis 8: Percentage of district budget reported at the 
school level
the percentage of the district budget reported at the school level is a good overall indica-
tor of transparency. Figure 8 illustrates the percentage of the district budget reported at the 
school level across nine urban districts. in district i, for instance, school leaders and the public 
can see how 78% of the district’s spending is allocated to individual schools. however, district 
A’s funding is much more difficult to follow, with only 51% reported down to the school level. 
As a general rule, if less than 70% of your district’s budget is reported at the school level, your 
district and school budgets lack transparency.
figure 8: Percentage of District Budget reported at school level 
District A
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Budget transparency is important for leaders who manage and strategically allocate 
resources based on student need.
if less than 70% 
of your district’s 
budget is reported 
at the school level, 
your district and 
school budgets 
lack transparency.
does your district use a transparent 
budget process that builds trust  
and allows school leaders to make  
the best decisions?
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take action!
• Trace more funds down to the level of individual schools. even when it is admin-
istratively easier to manage certain functions such as itinerant teachers or school 
repairs centrally, resources should be tracked as much as possible to the specific 
schools at which they are actually expended. Accurate school reporting is a neces-
sary precursor to giving school leaders more control over their budgets and more 
accountability for implementation of targeted improvement initiatives.
• redesign school budgets to report the total compensation, including both sal-
ary and benefits, for all positions. in many districts, school leaders receive budget 
reports with no salary information or with salary but no benefits costs. As a result, 
the principal may be making decisions about which type of staff he or she needs 
without fully understanding the true cost to the district. for instance, an instructional 
aide may have a salary that is only half the salary of a certified teacher but receive 
full benefits. if benefits are included, the total compensation cost of the aide may be 
closer to 75% of the total compensation cost of the teacher. given this information, a 
principal who has some staffing flexibility may make different decisions about the mix 
of aides and teachers in his or her school.1 
• Integrate categorical and general fund budgets. districts often classify federal and 
state dollars as nonoperating dollars and keep them in separate budgets issued at 
different times. however, a single consolidated budget report that includes dollars 
from all funding sources allows district and school leaders to weigh and leverage 
more effectively all available resources around a particular instructional vision. 
• Document and publish the existing funding rules. many of the processes for gov-
erning school budgets are administered by different departments within a district. 
the result is often inconsistent, ad hoc funding driven by individual principal requests 
and priorities. to be strategic about improvement and reform, you need well- 
documented, straightforward rules and consistent criteria for allocation decisions 
across all schools and programs. 
1Total compensation data are most appropriately used to make decisions about the mix of staff positions, not about 
individual employees. For this reason, you should consider providing average benefits by position rather than actual 
benefits by employee in school-level budget reports.
questions to consider
➊	What percentage of your district’s total district budget is reported at the school level?
➋	Are allocation methods clearly documented by different departments and programs?
➌	Are there opportunities to provide more transparency to budget reporting procedures 
and policies in your district?
use the worksheet for 
analysis 8 on page 56. 
transparency
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sample school-level Budget from Philadelphia
the school district of Philadelphia revised its budget reporting practices to more clearly represent central- versus school-
level expenses in 2009. Prior to this revision, only expenses directly managed at the school (e.g., teachers, special education 
staff, etc.) were reported at the school level, and all centrally managed functions were reported only at the district level. in 
addition, school expenses were not categorized or grouped in meaningful ways.
Before: Budget categories
District operated schools • Basic school allocation:  
elementary/middle/secondary/vocational 
education
• special education
• early childhood education
instructional support • debt service
• facilities/utilities
• Alternative education
• ell
support for District 
operated schools
• transportation
• losses and judgments
• safety and security support
• high school reform
nondistrict operated 
schools
• charter schools
• Payments to other educational entities
• services to nonpublic schools
administrative support • chief Academic officer
• chief of school operations
• chief executive officer/communications
• chief Business officer
• other central services
categorical  
and grants
• federal grants
• state grants
• nonpublic and competitive grants
after: Budget categories
After the revision, centrally managed functions delivered at the school (e.g., facilities, transportation) were reported for 
each school including categorical and grant funds. All expenses at each school were then categorized as instructional, 
instructional support, Pupil/family support, and operational support so that it was easy to see how much the district was 
investing in each area in each school.
District 
operated 
schools
instructional • Basic school allocation: elementary/K–8, 
middle, secondary
• special education
• early childhood programs
• career and technical education
• Alternative education
• extended day/summer programs
• ell
• other: Per diem substitutes, desegregation, 
itinerant instrumental music
instructional 
support
• Professional development
• Partnership schools
• educational technology
• regional superintendents/regional offices
• other: supplementary and assistant principals, 
central book allotment, hospital/homebound 
instruction
Pupil/family 
support
• counselors
• school health/nurses
• Parent and community support
• Athletics, sports, health, safety, and physical 
education
• Psychologists
• librarians
operational 
support
• debt service
• facilities
• transportation
• utilities
• food service
• school climate and safety
• other: losses and judgments, postal services, 
insurance
nondistrict operated 
schools
• charter schools
• education of students in institutional placements
• services to nonpublic schools
administrative support 
operations
• chief Academic officer
• chief of school operations
• superintendent/chief executive officer
• chief Business officer
• school reform commission
• other
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does your district ensure school  
leaders have the flexibility to  
organize talent, time, and money  
to address school and student needs?
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FleXibility
effective school leaders need the authority, capacity, and support to organize their schools 
around a clear vision for improvement. they need flexibility to arrange staff, students, and 
the daily schedule in ways that develop staff, support individual students, and improve core 
instruction. this kind of flexibility, however, is rare. our work with dozens of urban districts has 
highlighted numerous barriers to funding flexibility: 
• school leaders cannot select the types of teachers they need.
• school leaders cannot “trade in” unneeded staff or other resources allocated by the 
district.
• school leaders have very little leeway in adjusting the school’s resources (staff positions, 
dollars, schedules) to fit the school’s instructional vision. impediments include categori-
cal funding rules, district policy, and collective bargaining agreement rules.
• flexible resources, such as part-time, adjunct, or contracted employees, are not actively 
encouraged or supported. this restriction is especially burdensome in smaller schools, 
in which one teaching position needs to cover a wide array of skill sets that part-time or 
shared positions could address more effectively.
effective school 
leaders need the 
authority, capacity, 
and support to 
organize their 
schools around 
a clear vision for 
improvement. 
does your district ensure school  
leaders have the flexibility to  
organize talent, time, and money  
to address school and student needs?
to giVe school leaders sufficient flexibility, you will 
want to ensure that:
• Principals have the ability to swap most staff positions 
and reallocate most spending
• Principals have the authority to select their teachers 
and other staff
• Principals can make scheduling changes without con-
tract renegotiation or a full faculty vote
questions to consider
➊	how much flexibility do school leaders have around such areas as staff and student 
assignments, hiring, and daily scheduling? 
➋	Are there opportunities to improve flexibility of resource use for school leaders in your 
district?
take action!
• clearly communicate how much authority school leaders have. flexibility over 
school-level resources need not translate to wholesale decentralization of district 
resources devoid of accountability. our work in districts has found that school  
leaders often have significantly more flexibility to organize resources than they think 
they have. the authority of school leaders should be clarified so that principals under-
stand what flexibility they do have and so that central officials do not accidentally 
impinge on this authority. 
• review school budgets to “unlock” line items and move toward weighted 
student funding, especially in high-performing schools. one way to increase the 
probability that trade-offs are made in ways that benefit students and teachers is to 
move decisions to the school level rather than trying to make them at the central 
level. review whether specific budget items can be converted to dollar values based 
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on student needs. in Baltimore, an effort that began with an assumption that any 
expense would be “unlocked” unless there was a compelling reason not to (e.g., a 
legal or contract requirement) resulted in $70 million of expenses being moved from 
central office to school control. 
• provide differential flexibility based on principal performance or capacity. in 
some districts, it is unrealistic to provide broad-based flexibility to principals in the 
short term because not all school leaders have the appropriate skills, training, or 
support to effectively use their resources. in this case, you should consider a differ-
entiated flexibility model, in which principals who have led improvements in school 
performance or who have demonstrated skills in strategic resource management are 
provided with or earn additional flexibility in hiring, staffing, and scheduling.
• Foster part-time employees. reaching instructional goals may require the flexibility 
of hiring two part-time teachers instead of one full-time teacher or tapping a pool of 
experienced candidates for whom part-time work is an ideal fit. districts can support 
schools in using part-time labor by recruiting and hiring part-time employees, making 
it easier to fill positions with part-time staff, and working with unions to provide more 
part-time opportunities.
• collaborate with your state to stop overly conservative interpretation of state 
and federal regulations that rigidly define resource requirements. often, state 
and federal requirements appear to mandate particular uses of resources that do not 
make sense for students or teachers. in addition, well-meaning administrators whose 
job is to ensure compliance with requirements can be overly conservative in inter-
preting funding rules. tough economic times in combination with improved data on 
individual student outcomes may create a context to consider more flexible integra-
tion and maximization of scarce resources. 
• Open a healthy dialogue with the union. the most effective way to increase flex-
ibility for school leaders around staffing policies is to work jointly with the teachers’ 
union to understand current constraints, identify research on best practices, provide 
district data, and weigh the costs and benefits of different options. in many cases, 
increased flexibility can benefit teachers as well as schools, if it can be used to create 
more time for collaboration, more part-time or flexible positions, and more oppor-
tunities for leadership and additional responsibility. even when key stakeholders are 
reluctant to eliminate a contract provision entirely, there may be opportunities to 
relax the provision or waive it on an experimental basis, as in the case of charter or 
pilot schools. 
FleXibility
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summary of action steps
equity
Special populations
• conduct analyses in this report to quantify the drivers 
of inequity.
• implement a process of ongoing measurement of per-
pupil spending by school. 
• consider a weighted student funding system. 
• Provide more precision within your current funding 
system. 
• target supplemental funding to students with the 
greatest needs. 
• reduce restrictions on special population funding. 
program distribution
• make student placement more strategic for students 
with highly specialized program needs. 
• examine student assignment policies for students in all 
specialized programs. 
• rethink service delivery model for schools with 
unavoidably small programs. 
School size
• revise staff-based formulas to reduce small school 
premiums. 
• foster part-time employees and staff who play multiple 
roles. 
• encourage schools to leverage community resources.
• target small school environments to the students that 
will benefit most from them. 
Enrollment projections
• continuously improve enrollment projections. 
• revise policies for adjusting budgets based on  
enrollment. 
• Provide “loans” to schools with volatile enrollment.
• explore holding money in reserve for schools in which 
enrollment exceeds projection. 
• consider closing schools that are significantly, chroni-
cally underenrolled.
Teacher compensation
• reduce differences in teacher compensation. 
• Adjust for differences in teacher compensation.
ad hoc exceptions 
• tighten the process for granting and tracking ad hoc 
staffing exceptions.
transparency
School-level reporting
• trace more funds down to the level of individual 
schools. 
• redesign school budgets to report the total com-
pensation, including both salary and benefits, for all 
positions. 
• integrate categorical and general fund budgets. 
• document and publish the existing funding rules.
flexibility
School leader autonomy
• clearly communicate how much authority school  
leaders have.  
• review school budgets to “unlock” line items and 
move toward weighted student funding, especially in 
high-performing schools.  
• Provide differential flexibility based on principal perfor-
mance or capacity.
• foster part-time employees. 
• collaborate with your state to stop conservative inter-
pretation of state and federal regulations that rigidly 
define resource requirements.  
• open a healthy dialogue with the union. 
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does your district know how  
to find some quick wins and  
lay the groundwork for  
long-term change?
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priorities
finding the starting point
it is easy, especially with the current intense budget pressure, to focus on the quick wins. 
indeed, you should be looking for the easiest ways to free up valuable resources with the 
least negative impact on student performance. however, to achieve sustainable district 
transformation, you also must leverage the current financial pressure to take on the difficult 
trade-offs and challenges that stand in the way of real change.
use the chart below to prioritize quickly which actions to undertake first and which have the 
greatest longer-term potential. you have determined the size of your funding misalignments. 
now plot all of the actions you are considering according to the cost (the size of the misalign-
ment they address) and the ease of implementation. short-term priorities will be in the upper 
right-hand box, and longer-term priorities will be in the lower right-hand box.
EASY
maybe
if you need a quick 
or political win
yes
make the change 
noW!
HARD
no
the time and effort 
don’t make sense
yes
plan changes over 
the long term and 
prioritize based on 
achievement impact
LOW             Resources Freed              HIGH
the sample chart below illustrates where each misalignment discussed in this guide most 
often lies. your district situation may be different, but the chart offers a good starting point.
EASY
HARD
LOW             Resources Freed              HIGH
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to achieve 
sustainable 
district 
transformation, 
you must leverage 
the current 
financial pressure 
to take on the 
difficult trade-offs 
and challenges 
that stand in 
the way of real 
change.
does your district know how  
to find some quick wins and  
lay the groundwork for  
long-term change?
now that you have diagnosed and quantified your 
funding issues and have a list of potential actions to 
address them, you will want to:
• identify short- and long-term priorities — taking 
advantage of potential quick wins while setting the 
stage for sustainable transformation
• learn how to leverage the billions of dollars of new 
federal spending
Ea
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m
p
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m
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n
transparency
•
teacher comp
•
school 
size
•
•
enrollment  
Projections
•
Ad hoc
exceptions
flexibility
• special  Programs
•
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questions to consider
➊	What is your district already addressing, or based on this analysis, likely to address 
soon?  
➋	What should be on the radar screen that is not there now? 
➌	how are you planning to galvanize action or support ongoing progress?
➍	What can you do now to lay the groundwork for the more difficult, long-term changes?
making budget decisions now
even with the influx of federal stimulus funding, districts across the country are struggling to 
make cuts in ways that will have the least negative effect on students. some district leaders 
are trying to do less with less by cutting across the board. some are protecting funding for 
the schools and students who need it most by being strategic with their budget reductions. 
the tables below, which draw from the discussion of equity, flexibility, and transparency, offer 
guidance on how districts can reallocate existing spending as well as build a foundation for 
the future. 
short term: align sPenDing with goals
reduce spending by …
• clustering students with highly special-
ized program needs to achieve critical 
mass of students with similar needs at 
the same school.
• reducing small school premium by 
refining staffing-based formulas.
• merging or closing subscale schools in 
declining or flat enrollment districts.
Shift resources …
• from lower- to 
higher-needs stu-
dents and schools.
• from underenrolled 
to overenrolled 
schools by shifting 
budget and staff 
once enrollment 
stabilizes in the fall.
Increase spending 
to …
• supplement 
spending for 
high-needs stu-
dents, including 
students who are 
significantly  
off track or  
struggling  
academically. 
long term: suPPort sustainaBle transformation
Invest transition resources to …
• Provide supplemental resources to low-
performing schools and high-needs 
student populations. 
• improve enrollment projections.
• Provide incentives for or remove barri-
ers to staffing high-needs schools.
• improve information on teaching  
effectiveness.
• develop new school designs and deliv-
ery models that cost-effectively serve 
the highest-needs students.
lay groundwork for long-term change by …
• making the case for a weighted student  
funding system.
• Beginning discussions with teachers’ 
unions on increasing flexibility in staffing 
and scheduling.
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leveraging federal funds
in undertaking the strategies described in previous chapters, districts can take advantage 
of unprecedented resources through the stimulus program, officially called the American 
recovery and reinvestment Act (ArrA). competitive grant programs under way now will 
provide significant new funds targeted toward innovative and effective ways to improve 
results.
• the race to the top program offers more than $4 billion for states that demonstrate 
their commitment to four policy priorities: putting high standards and high-quality 
assessments in place, improving the quality of teachers and principals and ensuring that 
they are equitably distributed, developing and using data systems to inform instruc-
tion and evaluation, and overhauling and dramatically improving the lowest-performing 
schools.
• the title 1 school improvement grant program is channeling more than $3.5 billion this 
year to turn around low-performing schools. the program will provide large grants to 
a relatively small number of title 1 and title 1-eligible schools based on performance 
rather than spreading the funds across all schools.
• the investing in innovation program will offer grants to schools and districts with inno-
vative and effective programs that have proven or strongly promising track records of 
improving student achievement.
these competitive funds are different from typical federal funding for states, districts, and 
schools. While the programs have eligibility requirements and the applications require 
certain elements, districts receiving these funds do have some degree of flexibility in how 
they use them, and the department of education is emphasizing innovative, out-of-the-box 
thinking about tackling seemingly intractable problems. race to the top funds are designed 
to support broad-based initiatives that address the policy priorities and are not restricted by 
categorical limitations. school improvement grants can be consolidated to give even more 
resources to the neediest schools, and schools can use the funds over a period of several 
years to sustain the implementation of turnaround models.
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are you ready to analyze 
your district’s funding 
practices?
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do-it-yourselF worksheets
analyses for funding practices
analYSIS WOrkShEET pagE
eQuity 1. Variation in per-pupil 
spending by school
1. general education 
spending per pupil by 
school and school level
43
2. Variation in incremental 
spending for special 
populations by school
2.  incremental per-pupil 
spending for special 
populations by school
46
3. Broad distribution 
of highly specialized 
programs across schools
3. special education fill 
rate
49
4. school size differences 
combined with strict 
funding formulas
4. small school spending 
premium by district
51
5. Budgets based on 
inaccurate enrollment 
projections
5. Projected versus actual 
enrollment
53
6. imbalances in teacher 
compensation among 
schools
6. Average teacher 
compensation by school
54
7. Ad hoc exceptions to 
funding guidelines in 
response to individual 
school needs
7. Actual student-to-
teacher ratio versus 
target staffing rate
55
transparency 8. Percentage of district 
budget reported at the 
school level
8. Percentage of district 
budget reported by 
school
56
FleXibility see self-Assessment see self-Assessment 3
are you ready to analyze 
your district’s funding 
practices?
this section incluDes worksheets with step-by-step 
instructions to help you calculate and measure equity and 
transparency. these analyses can help identify your  
largest funding challenges and greatest opportunities for 
action. armed with this knowledge, you will be able to 
quantify transformational opportunities for your district. 
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Data checklist
use this list to gather the data and files that you will need to complete the worksheets that 
follow. once you have the data you need and know which questions you want to answer, fol-
low the steps identified in the worksheets for the appropriate analyses. you will need:
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: calculate general education per-pupil 
instructional cost.
steP 2: calculate per-pupil noninstructional fixed 
cost.
steP 3: calculate general education per-pupil 
spend, school reported.
steP 4: calculate the median of general education 
per-pupil spend, school reported.
steP 5: chart the general education 
per-pupil spend, school reported.
steP 6: determine how many schools fall 
outside 15% of the median.
 
what you need
• district budget file
• district K–12 
enrollment file
• district projected 
enrollment file
 
reminder
figure 1: general education spending  
Per Pupil by school 
o District budget file at the lowest level of detail available. 
This file will allow you to:
a. identify all K–12 operating budget line items. 
b. Provide position-level detail to identify ftes and position titles by department/
location (i.e., you can identify the number of classroom teachers at each school 
in the district).
c. Provide funding-source information to allow you to identify spending on 
special populations (specifically special education, ell, and poverty).
d. identify actual salary, not average salary, and if possible, the benefits for each 
position.
o District k–12 enrollment file by grade and by school. 
This file will allow you to:
a. identify total student enrollment by student type:
i. identify total general education enrollment.
ii. identify total ell enrollment, broken out by program so you know which 
students are self-contained/substantially separate and which students are 
integrated/mainstreamed.
iii. identify total special education enrollment, broken out by program so you 
know which students are self-contained/substantially separate and which 
students are integrated/mainstreamed.
b. identify total student enrollment by student demographic (e.g., poverty).
o District projected enrollment file by school from the previous year. This file 
will allow you to identify total projected enrollment by school.
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worksheet ➊		 general education spending per pupil by 
school and school level 
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: calculate general education per-pupil 
instructional cost.
steP 2: calculate per-pupil noninstructional fixed 
cost.
steP 3: calculate general education per-pupil 
spend, school reported.
steP 4: calculate the median of general education 
per-pupil spend, school reported.
steP 5: chart the general education 
per-pupil spend, school reported.
steP 6: determine how many schools fall 
outside 15% of the median.
 
reminder
figure 1: general education spending  
Per Pupil by school 
objective: determine level of 
equity of general education spending 
per pupil for each school
general education per-pupil spend, school reported is the most 
complicated measure to calculate. it also is the most critical because 
it offers a true “apples-to-apples” comparison of general education 
spending across schools. this metric not only helps you to identify 
and manage inequity but also can be used to counter questions and 
objections from others who may be using less-accurate spending 
measures.
We define general education per-pupil spend, school reported: 
 general education per-pupil 
instructional cost (step 1)
+
Per-pupil noninstructional 
fixed cost (step 2)
steP 1: calculate general education per-pupil 
instructional cost.
1. using your district budget file:
a. determine the total k–12 operating budget for each school.
i. Exclude nonoperating budget line items that are budgeted 
at schools (e.g., debt service, property rental/lease, capital 
expenses).
ii. Exclude non-K–12 budget line items that may be budgeted 
at schools (adult education, prekindergarten, etc.).
b. determine the total spend on general education instructional 
staff (teachers and aides) for each school.
i. Identify total spending on teacher and aide compensation 
for each school.
ii. Exclude any teachers and aides who do not work in a gen-
eral education classroom (e.g., ELL teachers, special educa-
tion teachers).
2. using your district k–12 enrollment file: 
a. identify the total number of k–12 students for each school.
b. identify the total number of k–12 students in general educa-
tion classrooms for each school.
i. This includes general education students and all special-
needs students who may be mainstreamed and sit in a  
general education classroom (i.e., most often all special-
needs students EXCEPT special education self-contained 
students).
ii. Specifically: 
  K–12 total enrollment  
– K–12 special education self-contained enrollment 
 k–12 students in general education classrooms 
$0
$2,000
$4,000
$6,000
$8,000
$10,000
$12,000
$14,000
Median $5.7K
High-Low Spread 1.8X
Median $6.2K
High-Low Spread 2.2X
Median $7.1K
High-Low Spread 2.1X
Median $6.4K
High-Low Spread 2.7X
Elementary School K–8 School Middle
School
High 
School
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3. calculate general education per-pupil instructional cost: 
total spend on general education instructional staff
=
general education per-
pupil instructional costtotal number of K–12 students in general education 
classrooms   
steP 2:  calculate per-pupil noninstructional fixed cost.
1. using your district budget file:
a. determine the total k–12 operating budget for each school (see step 1).
b. determine the total unspecified spending at each school (i.e., exclude positions and 
resources used for ell, special education, and free and reduced-price lunch).
2. identify total number of k–12 students for each school (from step 1).
3. calculate total noninstructional schoolwide fixed costs:
   total unspecified spending  
– total spend on general education instructional staff
   Total noninstructional schoolwide fixed costs
4. calculate per-pupil noninstructional fixed cost:
noninstructional schoolwide fixed costs
=
per-pupil 
noninstructional costtotal K–12 students (includes special education and ell)
steP 3:  calculate general education per-pupil spend, school reported.
  general education per-pupil instructional cost (step 1)
+ Per-pupil noninstructional fixed cost (step 2)
   general education per-pupil spend, school reported
steP 4:  calculate the median of the general education per-pupil spend, 
school reported.
steP 5:  chart the general education per-pupil spend, school reported, 
sorting from lowest to highest cost within school type. 
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steP 6:  Determine how many schools fall outside 15% of the median.
1. calculate the median general education per-pupil spend, school reported by school 
type.
2. for each school type, identify the schools with the highest and the lowest general 
education per-pupil spend, school reported.
a. use the following formula to obtain the high-low spread within each school type: 
highest general education per-pupil spend, school reported
lowest general education per-pupil spend, school reported
3. within each school type, identify the number of schools that have a general education 
per-pupil spend, school reported that is outside 15% of the median:
number of schools outside 15% of median
=
percentage of schools that are 
greater than or less than 15% of 
the mediantotal number of schools within the school type
 
note: limitations to this analysis
First, this metric reflects only school-reported expense: only what the district budgets at 
the school level. This may differ by district. For example, in one district, custodians may 
be a line item on every school budget and would be included in this school-reported 
number, while in another district, they may be budgeted centrally within the Department 
of Custodial Services and hence would not be in this school-reported number. School-
reported numbers may not provide an accurate picture of equity. 
For instance, if a district allocates custodians inequitably to schools, that inequity does 
not appear in the school-reported number because the custodians are budgeted centrally 
and are not on school budgets. Generally, the less of your district’s budget that is school 
reported, the less accurately this comparison measures equity.
Second, this metric looks only at the spending on general education students. It excludes 
the additional funding going to ELL and special education students. General educa-
tion will not reflect inequity in the distribution of special education and ELL funds across 
schools.
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worksheet ➋		 incremental per-pupil spending for special 
populations by school
objective: determine incremental 
per-pupil spending for special 
populations for each school
steP 1:  identify the incremental ell, special 
education, poverty, and struggling student 
spend by school.
1. using your district budget file:
a. determine the total spend on Ell students for each school.
i. Identify any spending that is paid for by ELL-specific  
revenues or has a district-directed program/account code 
that represents ELL services.
b. determine the total spend on special education for each 
school.
i. Identify any spending that is paid for by special-education-
specific revenues or has a district-directed program/account 
code that represents special education services.
c. determine the total spend on poverty for each school.
i. Identify any spending that is paid for by poverty-specific  
revenues or has a district-directed program/account code 
that represents services for poverty students.
d. if your district also directs funding or resources toward students 
who are struggling academically, regardless of whether they 
fall into one of the three previous categories, determine the 
total spend on struggling students for each school. (note: 
use whatever criteria you use in your district to define this 
population.)
i. Identify any spending that is paid for by struggling-student-
specific revenues or has a district-directed program/account 
code that represents services for struggling students.
steP 2:  identify the ell, special education, poverty, 
and struggling student enrollment by school.
1. using your district k–12 enrollment file: 
a. identify the total number of k–12 students for each school. 
b. identify the total number of k–12 Ell students for each 
school.
c. identify the total number of k–12 special education students 
for each school.
d. identify the total number of k–12 special education self-
contained students (should be a subset of the K–12 special 
education students identified above) for each school and 
calculate the percentage of special education students who are 
self-contained.
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: identify the incremental ell, special 
education, poverty, and struggling student spend 
by school.
steP 2: identify the ell, special education, pov-
erty, and struggling student enrollment by school.
steP 3: calculate the incremental ell, special 
education, poverty, and struggling student per-
pupil spend, school reported.
steP 4: create graphs to compare the incremen-
tal ell, special education, poverty, and struggling 
student per-pupil spend, school reported across 
schools.
 
reminder
figure 2a: incremental ell spending Per Pupil 
by school
figure 2b: incremental special education 
spending Per Pupil by school
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e. identify the total number of k–12 poverty students for each school.
f. identify the total number of k–12 struggling students for each school.
steP 3:  calculate the incremental ell, special education, poverty, and 
struggling student per-pupil spend, school reported.
1. calculate the incremental ell per-pupil spend, school reported:
a. for each school: 
total spend on ell
= Incremental Ell per-pupil spend
total number of K–12 ell students
2. calculate the incremental special education per-pupil spend, school reported:
a. for each school: 
total spend on special education
=
Incremental special education 
per-pupil spendtotal number of K–12 special 
education students
3. calculate the incremental poverty per-pupil spend, school reported: 
a. for each school:
total spend on poverty
= Incremental poverty per-pupil spend
total number of K–12 poverty students
4. calculate the incremental struggling student per-pupil spend, school reported: 
a. for each school: 
total spend on struggling students
=
Incremental struggling student 
per-pupil spendtotal number of K–12 struggling students
school funding systems: do-it-yourself WorKsheets
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steP 4:  create graphs to compare the incremental ell, special 
education, poverty, and struggling student per-pupil spend, 
school reported across schools.
1. for ell, poverty, and struggling students, re-create figure 2a: incremental ell 
spending Per Pupil by school:
a. Within school types (elementary, K–8, middle, high school), sort schools from lowest to 
highest based on their incremental ell, poverty, or struggling student per-pupil spend.
b. calculate the median within each school type and the high-low spread (highest school 
spend/lowest school spend).
2. for special education, re-create figure 2b: incremental special education spending Per 
Pupil by school:
a. categorize schools into school types (elementary, K–8, middle, high school).
b. graph a scatterplot that plots each school individually:
i. X-value = Percentage of K–12 special education students who are self-contained at 
the school (from STEP 2, 1d).
ii. Y-value = Incremental special education per-pupil spend, school reported at the 
school.
figure 2a is on page 13.
figure 2b is on page 14.
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: identify the number of special education 
students by program type. (At a minimum, split 
out resource room and self-contained.)
steP 2: identify the actual number of special 
education teachers by program type.
steP 3: identify the district’s special education 
staffing ratios or program design. 
steP 4: calculate the number of special education 
teachers needed based on program design.
steP 5: calculate the approximate special 
education fill rate.
 
reminder
figure 3: special education fill rates
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worksheet ➌		 special education fill rate
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: identify the number of special education 
students by program type. (At a minimum, split 
out resource room and self-contained.)
steP 2: identify the actual number of special 
education teachers by program type.
steP 3: identify the district’s special education 
staffing ratios or program design. 
steP 4: calculate the number of special education 
teachers needed based on program design.
steP 5: calculate the approximate special 
education fill rate.
objective: determine approximate 
special education fill rates
 
reminder
figure 3: special education fill rates
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steP 1: identify the number of special education 
students by program type.
1. using your district enrollment file:
a. determine the total number of special education students by 
program type. 
i. You can do this based on the district’s program type (i.e., 
resource room, consultant, integrated special class, self-
contained 12:1, self-contained 8:1, self-contained 6:1, etc.).
ii. At a minimum, do this for resource room versus 
self-contained. For example:
number of special 
education students
resource 636
self-contained 1,417
steP 2: identify the actual number of special 
education teachers by program type.
1. using your district budget or human resources file:
a. determine the total number of special education teachers by 
program type. for example:
Actual number of special 
education teachers
resource 58.2
self-contained 1,153.0
steP 3: identify the district’s special education 
staffing ratios or program design. 
for example:
Program design/staffing ratio
resource 20:1 staffing ratio
self-contained 12:1 staffing ratio
school funding systems: do-it-yourself WorKsheets
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steP 4: calculate the number of special education teachers needed 
based on program design.
1. Divide the number of special education students by the district’s special education 
program design/staffing ratio.
2. apply a 90% adjustment factor for student placement/assignment issues.
for example:
number of students 
diVided by  
staffing ratio
Apply 90% 
adjustment
number of special 
education teachers 
needed based on 
program design
resource
636 students
20:1 staffing ratio 
32 teachers
90% adjustment
= 36 teachers
self- 
contained
1,417 students
12:1 staffing ratio
118 teachers
90% adjustment
= 131 teachers
steP 5: calculate the approximate special education fill rate.
1. Divide the number of special education teachers needed based on program design by 
the actual number of special education teachers by program type. 
for example:
number of special 
education teachers 
needed based on 
program design
Actual number of 
special education 
teachers
Approximate 
special education 
fill rate
resource 36 58.2 61% 
self- 
contained
131 153.0 85%
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: identify school groupings: small schools 
and mid-size schools.
steP 2: identify the general education per-pupil 
spend, school reported for small and mid-sized 
school groups.
steP 3: calculate small school premium.
steP 4: calculate proportion of students who 
attend small schools.
steP 5: calculate total district spending on 
schools.
steP 6: calculate incremental small schools 
premium as a percentage of total district budget.
 
reminder
figure 4: small school spending Premium by 
District
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worksheet ➍		 small school spending premium by district 
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: identify school groupings: small schools 
and mid-size schools.
steP 2: identify the general education per-pupil 
spend, school reported for small and mid-sized 
school groups.
steP 3: calculate small school premium.
steP 4: calculate proportion of students who 
attend small schools.
steP 5: calculate total district spending on 
schools.
steP 6: calculate incremental small schools 
premium as a percentage of total district budget.
objective: determine how general 
education per-pupil spend at small 
schools (defined here as schools with 
fewer than 350 students) compares to 
spend at mid-sized schools (550–650 
students)
steP 1:  identify school groupings: small schools and 
mid-sized schools.
1. using your district k–12 enrollment file: 
a. identify the number of schools with fewer than 350 students and 
number of schools with 550–650 students.
b. classify small school group as schools with fewer than 350 
students and mid-sized school group as schools with 550–650 
students.
steP 2:  identify the general education per-pupil 
spend, school reported for small and mid-
sized school groups. 
1. reference worksheet 1, step 3 (page 43): you have already 
calculated this metric.
steP 3:  calculate the small school premium.
    small school general education per-pupil spend, school reported
–  mid-size school general education per-pupil spend,  
    school reported
   Small school premium (general education)
steP 4:  calculate proportion of students who attend 
small schools.
1. using your district k–12 enrollment file: 
a. identify the total K–12 district enrollment.
b. identify the total number of students who attend schools with 
fewer than 350 students.
c. calculate the percentage of students in the district who 
attend schools with fewer than 350 students.
 
reminder
figure 4: small school spending Premium by 
District
district A district B district c district d district e
Average general 
education per-pupil 
spending at schools 
with fewer than 350 
students
$5.7K $9.2K $8.0K $7.4K $12.0K
Average general 
education per-pupil 
spending at schools 
with 550–650 students
$5.0K $7.1K $6.1K $5.8K $9.6K
small school premium 
per student
$761/pp $2,141/pp $1,829/pp $1,626/pp $2,441/pp
number of small 
schools 
28 schools 26 schools 6 schools 50 schools 18 schools
total small school 
premium
$6.3  
million
$15.4 
million
$2.6 
 million
$22.8  
million
$5.0 
 million
Percentage of district 
K–12 operating budget
1.1% 2.5% 0.2% 1.1% 0.8%
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steP 5:  calculate total district spending on schools.
1. using your district k–12 budget file: 
a. identify the total dollar amount that the district spends on schools (and not for cen-
tral office department or district-level service).
steP 6:  calculate incremental small schools premium as a percentage 
of total district budget.
1. to approximate how much more the district might be spending on subscale schools:
    small school premium (step 3)
x  Percentage of students in the district who attend schools with fewer 
    than 350 students (step 4)
x  total spending on schools (step 5)
   approximate spending on subscale schools
 
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine total K–12 actual enrollment 
for each school.
steP 2: determine total K–12 projected 
enrollment for each school.
steP 3: calculate percentage under- or 
overenrollment for each school.
steP 4: distribute schools based on under- or 
overenrollment.
 
reminder
figure 5: Projected versus actual enrollment
 
Note that you may want to create a separate chart for elementary schools and secondary 
schools if there are large spending differences by school level.
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worksheet ➎		 Projected versus actual enrollment
objective: determine the 
magnitude of over- or underprojected 
enrollment by school based on actual 
enrollment for most recent school 
year 
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine total K–12 actual enrollment 
for each school.
steP 2: determine total K–12 projected 
enrollment for each school.
steP 3: calculate percentage under- or 
overenrollment for each school.
steP 4: distribute schools based on under- or 
overenrollment.
steP 1:  Determine total k–12 actual enrollment for 
each school.
1. reference worksheet 1, step 2a (page 43): you have already 
calculated this metric.
steP 2:  Determine total k–12 projected enrollment 
for each school.
1. using your district k–12 projected enrollment file, determine 
projected enrollment for each school.
steP 3:  calculate percentage under- or 
overenrollment for each school.
Projected enrollment
=
percent under- or 
overenrollmentActual enrollment for each school
Note: Ensure that you are using enrollment numbers for the same 
school year.
steP 4:  Distribute schools based on under- or 
overenrollment.
1. sort school from under- to overenrollment.
2. Determine number of schools that have under- and 
overprojected enrollment.
 
reminder
figure 5: Projected versus actual enrollment
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reminder
figure 6: average teacher compensation by 
school
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worksheet ➏		 average teacher compensation by school 
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine K–12 average teacher com-
pensation by school.
steP 2: define school need.
steP 3: understand distribution of teacher 
compensation based on school need.
objective: determine whether 
there are significant differences 
in average teacher compensation 
across schools and whether those 
differences are correlated with  
school need
steP 1:  Determine k–12 average teacher 
compensation by school.
1. using your district budget file, calculate average teacher 
compensation (salary and benefits, if possible) by school.
steP 2:  Define school need.
1. in this guide, we have defined school need by free and reduced-
price lunch status and have distributed the district’s schools 
across four quartiles.
2. for your district, choose the characteristic that is most often 
used to define school need.
steP 3:  understand distribution of teacher 
compensation based on school need.
1. Based on how you have defined school need, split your schools 
into four quartiles.
2. Determine the median teacher compensation for each quartile to 
identify differences by school-need category.
3. Determine the high-low spread (the difference between the 
highest average compensation and lowest compensation) 
by category to identify school-by-school differences within 
categories.
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine K–12 students in general 
education classrooms enrollment by school type 
(e.g., elementary, middle).
steP 2: determine number of general education 
teacher ftes by school type.
steP 3: calculate general education student-to-
teacher ratio by school type.
steP 4: compare student-to-teacher ratio to 
targeted staffing ratio by school.
 
reminder
figure 7: actual student-to-teacher ratio 
versus target staffing rate
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worksheet ➐		 actual student-to-teacher ratio versus 
target staffing rate
objective: determine 
whether class sizes are optimized 
based on available resources and 
district mandates
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine K–12 students in general 
education classrooms enrollment by school type 
(e.g., elementary, middle).
steP 2: determine number of general education 
teacher ftes by school type.
steP 3: calculate general education student-to-
teacher ratio by school type.
steP 4: compare student-to-teacher ratio to 
targeted staffing ratio by school.
steP 1:  Determine k–12 students in general 
education classrooms enrollment by school 
type (e.g., elementary, middle).
1. using your district k–12 enrollment file, determine the total 
enrollment of k–12 students in general education classrooms for 
elementary, middle, and high schools.
 (note: if your district classifies schools differently, please use your 
classification.) 
a. this includes general education students and all special-needs 
students who may be mainstreamed and sit in a general edu-
cation classroom (i.e., most often all special-needs students 
eXcePt special education self-contained students).
b. specifically: 
    K–12 total enrollment  
– K–12 special education self-contained enrollment 
    k–12 students in general education classrooms
steP 2:  Determine number of general education 
teacher ftes by school type. (use your 
district budget file.)
steP 3:  calculate general education classroom 
student-to-teacher ratio by school type.
total enrollment of general education 
classroom students by school type
=
general education 
classroom student-
to-teacher ratio by 
school
general education teacher ftes by 
school type
steP 4:  compare student-to-teacher ratio to 
targeted staffing ratio by school.
1. graph the range of the student-to-teacher ratio by school.
a. compare the ranges against your state, contract, or district 
staffing requirements.
b. if you have different staffing targets for different school levels, 
be sure to evaluate the ratios accordingly.
 
reminder
figure 7: actual student-to-teacher ratio 
versus target staffing rate
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worksheet ➑		 Percentage of district budget reported 
by school
 
summary oF metrics
steP 1: determine the total school reported K–12 
operating budget.
steP 2: determine the total K–12 operating 
budget.
steP 3: calculate percentage of total K–12 
operating budget that is reported at the school 
level.
objective: understand the level of 
transparency in budget reporting at 
the school level 
steP 1:  Determine the total school reported k–12 
operating budget.
1. using your district k–12 budget file: 
a. identify the total dollar amount that the district spends on 
schools (i.e., all dollars attributed to a school location or orga-
nization code within the district budget — does not include any 
central office departments or district-level service).
steP 2:  Determine the total k–12 operating budget. 
1. using your district k–12 budget file: 
a. identify the total K–12 operating budget. reference Worksheet 
1, step 1a (page 43): you have already calculated this metric.
steP 3:  calculate percentage of total k–12 operating 
budget that is reported at the school level.
total school reported K–12 operating 
budget
=
percentage of total 
k–12 operating 
budget reported at 
school level
total K–12 operating budget
 
reminder
figure 8: Percentage of District Budget 
reported at school level
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